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Concours académique d’écriture créative en anglais (lycée)

1 - Sujet : 

Nous sommes en 1851, à l’apogée de l’Éoque victorienne et de la puissance de 

l’Empire britannique, au faîte de la Révolution Industrielle.Le 1
er 

mai de cette année, 
la reine Victoria inaugurera à Londres la première exposition universelle que le 
monde ait jamais connue (The Great Exhibition of the Works of Industry of All 
Nations). 

On y verra exposées les toutes dernières inventions du temps dans les domaines de 
l’industrie, des sciences, de la technologie et des arts. Pour permettre à la foule 
innombrable d’admirer les fruits du génie d’une époque, un fantastique palais d’acier 
et de verre a été érigé au beau milieu de Hyde Park : le Crystal Palace. 

Nous sommes 2017. En fouillant les archives de la British Library, un historien a 
découvert un carton contenant quelques feuillets jaunis datant de l’époque de la 
Great Exhibition of the Works of Industry of All Nations de 1851. On y trouve : 

- la notice technique illustrée d’une invention révolutionnaire, jamais réalisée jusqu’à 
nos jours, 

o (format : une page recto verso)- quelques pages du journal tenu par le concierge 
en chef du Crystal Palace, 

o (format : deux pages recto verso)- un article du magazine satirique Punch 
couvrant la cérémonie d’ouverture de 

l’exposition,o (format : une page recto), 

- le premier jet d’une nouvelle d’anticipation inspirée à Lewis Carroll lors de sa visite 
par l’une des inventions exposées. 

o (format : quatre pages recto verso) Imaginez l’intégralité du contenu de ce dossier
d’archives. 
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UNTITLED



May 1st, 1851

Despite the reservation I expressed last night about my new position, my discovery

has completely changed my mind. It is unbelievable to think that only six months ago

I was a prisoner between the four walls of the jail I worked in. It seems that I was

struck with luck. Never in my wildest dreams, I had imagined that life could be so

thrilling.

It all began this morning: I was in the midst of polishing the windows, trying to block

out the methylated spirit odour from the cloth, when two men, who I can only assume

to be gentlemen from their  frock coats,  approached where  I  was cleaning.  I  felt

obliged to tell them that they had no business being here, when I overheard their

conversation. One of them, an inventor I believe, was boasting about his invention to

the other gentleman. This invention, called the most idiosyncratic name, was a mind

reader. All one had to do was put a scrap of something onto one's arm. A peculiar

drug was mentioned, unknown to me, supposedly able to absorb the thoughts of the

person wearing some sort of a patch soaked with this substance. Once the patch on

which the drug is placed has reached its capacity of absorption, it is removed and

slotted into  a distinguished diacritic  machine,  which reads the patch.  It  can then

produce photos of one’s thoughts.

I was so completely fascinated by these words that I had not even realized that the

first gentleman had pulled out a scrap of paper and had started to draw on it. His

demonstration  lasted  for  a  good  ten  minutes  and  I  listened  like  a  student  as  I

polished the glass with my leather cloth. The inventor stopped talking and the two

gentlemen walked away. I  turned around to see if  I  could catch a glimpse of the

man’s face. He had his back to me, but to my greatest dismay, I noticed the scrap of

paper fall out of his frock coat pocket, unnoticed.

I hesitated to call out and warn him, but curiosity stopped me. Once they had exited

the room, I crept over to the scrap and stuffed it into my pocket, where it stayed all

day.

I studied this scrap for hours this evening. I pasted it below.



Dream Printing Machine

Technical Notes

I. How to use the patch

The  special  patch  that  is  distilled  in  the  machine  releases  molecules,  these

molecules somehow contain glimpses of your dreams.

• Apply the patch to the inside of your wrist on the adhesive side of the patch, then

secure it with bandages to make sure it does not move overnight.

• Go to sleep, should you have sweet dreams or nightmares.

• Take off  the patch when you wake up and distil  it  in  the machine as soon as

possible.

I. How to operate the machine

The dream printing machine is a machine that extracts the molecules contained in

the patch by distillation, once the molecules are mixed with water into some special

ink, pictures of your dreams will be printed out on chemically sensitised paper.

• Open the lid of the steam dome, and secure the used patch onto the steam grill

inside the dome. Close the lid and secure it with the rail locks, they slide and



clip onto the opening.

• Fill the furnace beneath the steam dome with coal, and light the fire so the pipes

heat up and thermal energy for the printer can start being produced.

• While the furnace starts burning, fill up the water reservoir beneath the furnace to

the brim. Make sure you close the valve on the pipe that links the reservoir to

the dome, in order to allow pressure to build up.

• Wait for the gauge on the water reservoir to reach the “explosion danger” zone, and

then open the valve and let the steam flow into the steam dome. By the time

you open the valve, the gears of the printer should be turning, waiting to be

used and fully operational. 

• When the steam starts escaping from the exhaust pipe filter, next to the saddle

valve on top of  the machine,  proceed to  open the saddle valve  to  let  the

special molecules run into the final distillation pipe. After a few minutes, the

molecules and what is left of the steam that passed through the valve will be

mixed  together,  and  sorted  by  a  molecule  prism  at  the  end  of  the  final

distillation pipe. The liquid solution will then be stored in cartridges inside the

printer, ready for use.

• As soon as the bell alarm of the printer rings, you can turn the gear on the outside

of the printer to close the electrical circuit of the printer, and it will start printing.

Do not forget to feed it chemically sensitised paper from William Henry Fox

Talbot beforehand, so that your dreams may be printed successfully.

• It  is  recommendable  to  fan  the  printer  with  a  large  fan,  in  order  to  keep  its

temperature  at a reasonable level.

I. Potential dangers and risks of the machine

While using the machine, you have to keep in mind that it may explode at any time

when it reaches high temperatures and pressures.

• Here are the main components of the machine you have to look out for if they start

whirring or sizzling loudly:

- The water reservoir when the gauge shows “explosion danger”

- The printer may overheat and explode if it is powered by the furnace for too long, or

it  could  also  melt  and  let  the  hazardous  solutions  with  the  molecules  inside  the

cartridges spill out and intoxicate the area.

- The steam that escapes from the exhaust pipe has no mercy, it will boil your skin off

due to the pressure and temperature at which it is launched out.



May 8th, 1851

As part of my job as a supervisor, I decided to have a little walk in the hall. How

beautiful it is when no one steps on your shining floor with their dirty feet and when

nothing prevents you from beholding the pure and perfectly transparent glass which

give the Crystal Palace its magical aspect. In the middle of the room stood a large

display case, containing the Kho-I-Noor diamond. The sunbeams glistened on the

case in an unusual way; it  made me stop and notice a ripped up piece of paper

placed upon the top of the console. I was about to throw it in the garbage bin when I

discovered it actually was a page of a magazine. PUNCH, that was the name. The

first lines were interesting even if they confused me; I am not used to reading this

kind of literature... I then decided to keep it for my nightly reading.

Social witness 
This  week,  for

our  social  witness

chronical  let  us  talk

about  the  opening

ceremony  of  the

Great  Exhibition.  It

attracted people from

all  walks  of  life.

Everyone  was

amazed  by  the

inventions. Our reporter

says  people  were  generally  very  impressed  by Mr.  Cole's  magnificent  Christmas

cards! Everyone wanted to see them! Such a groundbreaking invention!

During the ceremony he overheard two ladies from Park Lane talk about a

couple from the East End who were admiring the Christmas cards. One of the ladies

seemed ready for the ball. She wore a satin dress decked out with diamond pearls

and shiny ribbons. She said: “Oh dear, look at this poor couple such a shame they

should  be  invited  to  such  an  event  along  with  us.  And  they cannot  even  dress

decently. Aren’t they any grateful?” The second lady gasped horror-stricken. I wonder

whether the East Enders felt comfortable or not but their eyes sparkled with wonder.



The Great Exhibition was also the occasion to admire many pieces of true art,

such as the Koh-i-nan diamond. A real chance for British Gentlemen to see it, even if

some of them were much more interested in buying the diamond, as a symbol of their

admiration for art, than in knowing its name. Moreover, the Great Exhibition offered a

unique opportunity to examine a statue of an Amazon. Male arts lovers spent quite a

while admiring, in their own and profound enjoyment, this representation of a topless

fierce woman. 

The Great Exhibition was indeed the symbol of a new social diversity where

wealthy couples could enjoy art, criticise clothes and admire Christmas cards.

I  must admit  it  was quite entertaining. This gentleman was a genius! Inventing a

piece  of  hard  paper  which  allows  you  to  express  your  greetings  is  incredible.  I

already imagine many purposes for these cards. Churches might really want to have

some. It could enable the peasants to get to know how to read at least a few words.

Anyway, my day was exhausting and I need a good night of sleep. What a shame

that I found only a page of those. First thing I’ll do tomorrow is investigate and try to

have access to the entire magazine.

August 28th, 1851

Today I once again stepped outside to look at how many people were about to enter

the great exhibition. Ladies were standing in line followed by their husband Such an

event had brought a massive crowd flowing through the Crystal palace. 

Even before entering, I would hear them mumur ; the Great Exhibition causes such a

big excitment. The first impression would always leave them speachless seeing the

vastness of the palace and the crystal fountain. With a long sigh, I wondered whether

they had really come to watch the beauty of the exhibition or the size of the attraction

had instaneously excited their curiosity. 

The sunny weather of these last few weeks brought a new wave of people into the

park to enjoy a stroll around the magnificent lake and its coolness, on a glittering

lawn  and  its  thousands  of  radiant  flowers.  The  park  has  become  the  children’s

favorite playground. Many of them were having a good time today while their older

kindred were visiting the exhibition. Everyone had this kind of happiness that only the

sun can bring. I can still remember the smiles children had when they first set eyes



on this place and their even broader smiles when I helped them find their toys back.

It was as if I was a kid again. Feeling helpful somehow was part of my joy as I shared

theirs. To see how the children were having fun made me think how innocent I was in

my younger age and how I miss that time. 

Being outside was a different experience altogether from being inside making sure

visitors did not damage the inventions. Outside people sauntered ; they took their

time  to  relax.  Many inventors  would  relax  in  the  park   too  after  the  rush of  the

opening and I had the opportunity to meet some of the greatest minds in the world.

Some would stand next to me and explain things about their inventions. I had the

feeling to get smarter and smarter day after day. This summer has been one of the

most rewarding summer of my whole life. 

October 15  th  , 1851

The fabulous display of Britain’s power ended today, much to my regret. For over five

months I enjoyed every part of my checking over endless glass windows and never

ending wooden floors. I have seen the biggest wonders of the world and have never

been more proud to be an Englishman. I  doubt my eyes will  ever see the same

again. 

I thought my adventures would be over now, but today, as I was doing the inventory

of the cleaning products,  something else happened.  I  was located in  a forgotten

corner at the very far end of the Crystal Palace. I was loading up my cleaning basket

with cloths and brushes to take to another part of the immense building, my feet

making the wooden boards creak. Out of the corner of my eye I noticed a peculiar

looking binder, wedged in between the end of the floorboards, where they met the

wall. Knowing that it should not be there, my cleaner instinct kicked into action as I

crouched down and slowly started to slide the bundle out. Suddenly, as if a big gust

of wind had come up behind it, the binder loosens and fell free into my hands. Having

grazed my knuckles in the process, I wiped away the small drops of crimson blood

onto my handkerchief, causing a stain that will most likely never be removed. Turning

back my attention to the dark brown leather binder in my hands, I realised that it

contained  several  stained  pages  filled  with  small,  narrow spaced  words  slanting

heavily to the left. The words were written in a way that suggested the author was

passionate. There was something about the way the big lettered signature spread

out across the bottom of the dirty page that settled a cloud of misgivings upon me.



Those misgivings made it harder to depict the name 'Charles Lutwidge Dodgson'. My

curiosity  was  aroused and  after  I  had  turned around to  make  sure  nobody  was

behind me, I started to let my eyes wander across the pages. I attached the story

below.



UNREACHABLE



To an untitled boy



For the Lord searcheth all hearts,

and understandeth all the imaginations of the thoughts

1 Chronicles 28:9



I was born a criminal, 

A captive since my tender age.

I am stuck between those four walls 

And it seems I will always be.

This is my bedroom, 

Filled with all kinds of books.

They used to make me happy;

I would escape through them.

But now they only reflect my captivity.

Books are the sorrow standing with education.

My entire childhood is ruled by it.

Reading, maths — I hate maths — History…

I barely remember how to play.

I am the shadow of a content child.

But I suppose that it is a good thing,

I must be educated and disciplined.

That is the sort of thing mother says.

She connives with my monitor 

While they enjoy witnessing my pain.



Mother wants the best for me.

Education rules my life. 

Studying is my only joy.

I have peace when I study. 

I am free when I study.

They say I don’t study enough. 

So I work harder.

The monitor beats me up when I miss a note.

He yells: “Measure for Measure.”

I am the heir of Lord Angelo.

I saw a girl once in the gardens,

But I ought to forget about her.

At night, I go through the walls. 

In the gardens. 

I even cross the streets!

I do things that mother never did. 

I run, laugh and buy food.

I meet the girl at night…

I am a captive, 

Stuck in these four walls,

Morpheus is the only one who can free me.



He could hear a last breath before the guard collapsed. As soon as the boy got

rid of him, he opened the last door that separated him from the real world. He had

already gone through thirteen doors from his bedroom to the world, and thanks to a

cricket bat – the one his uncle had given him for his thirteenth birthday. The purpose

was certainly not to kill the keepers he had to face, only to run away. He had in fact

thought  about  that  for  months  before  he  finally  escaped,  although  he  had  no

preconceived plan or idea about his future outside the palace. 

 His heart was beating more and more quickly and his breathing accelerated as

he frantically turned back every second to see if anyone was following him, yet once

he stepped outside, he speeded up even more. A first frozen wind blew his hair away

from his eyes from which tears unwittingly trickled.

His legs were heavy. The more he tried to be quick, the more it tired him. His

race was getting slower with each step. Under his feet, the grass suddenly became

cobbles.  Exhausted,  he stopped.  As he looked in front  of  him again,  two streets

appeared. They were identical, making his choice excruciating. He stayed still for a

minute, unable to make a decision. However, a shrill echoed in one of the streets.

The moan sounded like a call for help from someone in deep pain. For a moment, the

poor child hesitated. The sound was reverberating against the houses or perhaps

only in his mind. Afterwards he almost ran in the direction of the cry, willing to aid this

person  in  need,  as  a  well-educated  boy  would.  Yet  he  rushed  in  the  opposite

direction.

The street was dismal and from the gloomy walls,  emerged people. Above

their heads were written the following words: 



He slowed down while considering the drawing and the beggars with curiosity.

Old men, women and even children were sitting or lying on the rough ground. They

were all dirty, shivering with cold, and begging for relief. Few had proper garment,

some of them had holes in their damaged clothes, whereas most of them had almost

nothing to wear. When they got sight of the lad, many besought him. Their voices

were hoarse. The young boy was divided between his fear of being assaulted and his

pity. An old woman was leaning against the wall with a baby in her arms and she was

observing the scene. She seemed different from the others. Perhaps it was because

she seemed willing to protect him. As a gentleman and blinded by compassion for

that woman and her baby, he came close to her and gave her a coin. As soon as his

hand touched hers, it  seemed as if  everything got  mixed up inside his head. He

began to hear some other voices over the one of the old woman full of gratitude. Lost

into the torrent of words, the young boy did not hear other people coming up behind

him. Prisoner in the middle of the “kill him and steal his money”, the boy pressed his

hands onto his ears. Shivering and under attack, his vision became black and as he

tried to breathe, he realised his eyes were actually shut. He was falling. His head hit

the harsh ground. Then, nothing.

Light entered his eyes. He was lying on a carpet of moss. When he could see

clearly, he saw thirteen enormous trees surrounding him, the only clear light was the

moon hidden behind the  trees.  The woods scared him.  The little  boy could only

discern twisted, weird and threatening branches pointing at him as if the terrifying

wood wanted to hurt him. When he could finally distinguish a sort of path, he got up

on his feet, shaking a little bit. Then, he walked a few minutes in the fog. He had the

impression  of  walking  down on an endless  path.  He was terrified  and started  to

scream for help, afraid of never being found again. A crack suddenly came out of a

darker  part  of  the cage of trees.  When he looked in that  direction,  two shadows

jumped out of the fog. They looked like horrendous monsters of smoke with faces

that  reminded  him  of  the  few people  he  knew.  The  monsters  ran  towards  him,

howling in an absolutely terrifying way, letting him see their pointed fangs, as if they

were  about  to  devour  him like  the  mushroom he had  eaten  before.  He had  the

impression that those old and bare trees were growing taller and were getting closer

and  closer  every  seconds.  Oxygen  did  not  fill  his  lungs  anymore.  Instead,  fear



invaded  them.  He  fell  down  backward.  He  tried  to  run  away,  but  the  branches

grabbed him, immobilising him on the floor. The monsters started to lean on top of

him, clapping their razor like teeth. Edward searched for a way to escape; he saw a

big stick near him. He could reach it if he stretched his arm sufficiently. With a big

effort, he managed to break the liana surrounding his right arm and grabbed the stick.

He fixed the monsters in their almost invisible eyes and as their teeth were about to

close on him, he closed his eyes and hit them with all the strength he had with a

deafening yell. 

He saw the sun setting for the thirteenth time of the week. Two peculiar actors

were outside, playing a strangely real play. They were just next to a huge and strange

machine.  March  Hare  was  pacing  up  and  down,  and  White  Rabbit  sat,  holding

himself very upright.

MH: Did you see my new dream printing machine?

WR: It is ridiculous my dear, there are so many more important things in life! 



MH: It is a crazy idea! I like it, and use it every night, the results are amazing! 

WR: Amazing, really? Look at yourself! You do not seem to be all there, right now.

MH:  I  sometimes even take naps for  the pleasure of  using it.  Isn’t  it  wonderful?

Children will be so keen on knowing their dreams that their parents will never have to

tell them to go to bed ever again!

WR: What are you saying my dear friend? This is no big deal! What kind of drug do

you take to have such results? Are you sure that there are no side effects? Moreover

you are not the only one who can see your dreams, everyone can now! Are you not

scared of that? 

MH(shouted): Why would I be scared my dear friend? Dreams represent what people

are deep inside, that’s the best thing ever created!

WR: Do you not have crazy dreams sometimes?

MH (hilariously): Of course I do! That’s the most interesting part of the whole thing!

WR: Imagine what people would think if they found one of your dream-picture? You

would be read from the inside

MH saw a bird and started wandering after it. WR got up and ran after his friend to

prevent him from hurting himself.

WR: Come on my friend! What are you doing?! It is just a bird! Do not run for such a

silly thing. And stop grinning like a Cheshire cat!

MR: I’ve never seen such a beautiful thing! Let me grab it!

Both disappeared behind the set, following the bird.

The splendour of turtle doves’ flight 

Their calls are a blessing at night.

Shall I fly on your wings?

Shall I cry as you sing? 

Only birds in a cage share my plight.

He  was  swimming.  He  had  never  learnt  how to  swim but  it  came to  him

naturally. His arms and legs were perfectly synchronised even before he realised he

was underwater.  The water was perfectly clear.  He could see the bottom without

squinting his eyes. So many animals peopled the river; not only fish, there were also



cats and  horses; he even recognised the hounds of the castle. At the bottom, he was

able to see not  only algae but  also real  trees;  they became the shelter of  many

coloured fish. A little bit further, he discerned a shadow. He swam deeper. It was a

huge  and  old  ship.  Spurred  by  curiosity  he  decided  to  explore  it.  When  he

approached the ship, he realised she was not damaged at all. Except for a broken

window, she seemed brand new. He was in the sailing ship's ballroom. A very fancy

one indeed and even if there was no orchestra he could hear some music. He was

alone, but still, he started to dance. He lost himself into graceful dance steps for a

while but he started to hear a voice above his head. He was not able to distinguish

what the voice was saying. It was too far but he deeply felt the urgency of this voice.

He resurfaced as quickly as possible. He realised that he had not paid attention to

the bank until  now. He saw some sophisticated mansions and a French garden.

Suddenly he saw his mother. She was swimming fully dressed and staring at him.

Her lips seemed to move as if she was speaking but no sounds were coming out of

her mouth. Thirteen seconds later, she had disappeared. However, it was enough to

terrify him. He slowly forgot how to swim and the water became murkier and murkier.

Dangerous! His body became too heavy and he could not float anymore. This is how

he sank in an ocean of despair.

Water began to invade his lungs. The lack of oxygen made him realise he was

drowning in a bathtub. He gasped for air, making him aware of his nakedness. He

had  the  impression  someone  was  observing  him  and  he  felt  embarrassed.  He

pushed himself up on the sides of the bathtub to get away from the biting cold and

strangely murky water. The tub was too deep, he couldn't stand, the sides were too

slippery. His hands slid each time he attempted to push himself out of the hellish

water. When he got out, he covered his privates as a reflex. He wanted to break free

from  this  room,  and  started  to  run  in  the  long  and  dark  corridor.  He  had  the

impression to be following this claustrophobic corridor endlessly. When he finally got

to the far end he saw a high but narrow mirror. The reflection was not his.

Suddenly, the mirror exploded into thousands of shards, and even though he

tried to protect himself, a piece cut his right hand. Blood was flowing out of his hand.

He was petrified. He tried to stop the bleeding with his other hand. When he took a

glance at it, he noticed his blood was not red— it was purple. He started to panic



even more. He searched for an escape route and he distinguished a door. How long

had it been there? Perhaps it was behind the mirror. He walked towards the door,

stepping in his own blood. He reached for the gilded knob with his left hand and put

his strange vital liquid on it. When the door was opened, a strong wind hit him in the

face. He looked down and saw nothing but the void. He slammed the door shut. After

a few minutes, he tried to open the door again to check if what had happened was

real. He was a little bit reluctant to touch his purple blood on the knob, but he had to

do it anyway. To his amazement, the door opened out onto a beautiful garden.

He was sitting on the edge of the fountain, admiring the wonderful view around

him. Feeling calm and at peace with himself. When all of a sudden, he heard some

familiar  voices  coming  from the  other  side  of  the  Secret  Garden.  He  stood  up,

unsure, and began walking, following them. The more he walked, the more clearly he

could  hear  them.  Suddenly  everything  stopped,  no  more  sounds,  nothing.

Disappointed by not knowing who had caused those sounds, he walked towards a

strange bench, yellow at first but as he got closer it became green. He sat down and

suddenly time froze. He realised he was not sitting on a bench anymore, but on the

branch of a tree. He caught the scent of a wonderful odour, he knew it was fish and

chips. Hungry, he stepped towards the odour and to his big surprise he did not see

what he expected, but a picture of the machine acquired by his parents to torture

him, floating magically in the air. He took it and heard a familiar voice calling him. 

‘’BIRDY !!! BIRDY WAKE UP !!!’’

He looked around, but it was as if the voice came from the picture. He looked

at it closely, it showed him in his room sleeping on the table and his mother shaking

him trying  to  wake him up.  Suddenly the picture  began to  move and the  voices

became louder. Too loud. He dropped the photo and covered his ears. That noise

was hurting his ears so much that he thought they were going to explode. Strange

shadows were coming out of the picture. All of a sudden a shadow grabbed his arm

and the picture absorbed him. He had the impression he was falling from the highest

building, while he could still hear the same voices and shadows persecuting him. He

was about to crash onto the floor when he opened his eyes, terrified.

‘‘Birdy !‘’ his mother yelled. ‘’How dare you sleep while your teacher is giving you a

lesson ? How impolite !’’



The young boy was so lost and confused, he kept staring at his mother, then

at the teacher, and all around the room. He kept doing it for a while until he smelt that

appetising smell once more : ‘’What is this smell ?’’ the boy asked, still confused.

‘‘What smell son ?’’ his mother replied, with a puzzled look on her face. ‘’Is everything

alright son?’’

‘’Yes ma’am, I’m fine...’’ he replied unsure. He stood up and looked outside, trying to

see if the Secret Garden was still where he had found it. He couldn’t believe it was

only a dream, everything felt so real...Maybe too real to be true… When his mother

and his teacher left his room to let him rest, he lay down on his bed, he closed his

eyes and started thinking. Thousands of questions were floating in his mind. “How

can  this  be  just  a  dream?  Why did  it  feel  so  real?  Am I  out  of  my mind?”  he

wondered. With millions of questions in his head, he got lost in thoughts and fell into

another world.

The End

Immediately after this passionate reading, I recognised the machine mentioned by

two gentlemen a few months ago. I could clearly see the bad consequences such a

machine would have on society. This machine could be dangerous if  used in the

wrong hands. I  cannot help thinking that maybe the author has more knowledge

about this invention and that, through his work, he predicted how badly people could

abuse of it. In fact, this invention that seemed utterly amazing at first is a potential

hazard, and it seems the switch from one to the other is too easy to make. The idea

of creating a machine that could read dreams is now unthinkable to me, thus creating

within me a constant and deep fear of  its full  achievement.  Nonetheless, its first

purpose was, in some way, still a revolutionary idea. Unfortunately, like many things

in this perplexing world, it is double-edged. Right now the only thing present in my

mind is that I need to keep these papers hidden away so that they should not fall into

the wrong hands.  I  cannot.  No, I  will  not allow this machine to be known to the

general public.
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